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 Renderman, Maya and LightWave also support the PHS. (PSP) -- PSP (Portable Software Product) is a software and hardware product that enables all common digital photography tasks on the Sony Handycam�s HDV camcorder with all features of the Handycam, such as image capture and playback. (PTRN-RAW) -- A Digital Still Picture and Video Recording Technology (PTRN) product by
PD-1. It is used on a camera body or a tripod that is attached to a camera body, and records RAW data in an AVI file. You can view, edit, and create still pictures on the monitor, and can create digital photos with editing tools. (PTRN-FV) -- A Digital Still Picture and Video Recording Technology (PTRN) product by PD-1. It records RAW data in a FV file. You can view, edit, and create still pictures
on the monitor, and can create digital photos with editing tools. (PPF) -- A Digital Still Picture and Video Recording Technology (PTRN) product by PD-1. It records RAW data in a PPF file. You can view, edit, and create still pictures on the monitor, and can create digital photos with editing tools. (PSF) -- A Digital Still Picture and Video Recording Technology (PTRN) product by PD-1. It records

RAW data in a PSF file. You can view, edit, and create still pictures on the monitor, and can create digital photos with editing tools. (PNW) -- The Panasonic WV-LV100 (Wide Vue LV-LV100) is a digital video camcorder/camera that captures images in high definition with 1,000,000 pixels and 6.5-megapixel (video) or 2,000,000 pixels and 3-megapixel (still) images. The camcorder/camera is
compact in design and light in weight, yet is extremely capable of capturing high resolution images. The Panasonic WV-LV100 (Wide Vue LV-LV100) produces Hi-Vision-quality images of 1,920 x 1,080 pixels, 8,096 x 4,944 pixels, or 3,840 x 2,160 pixels. (PTY) -- A Digital Still Picture and Video Recording Technology (PTRN) product by PD-1. It records RAW data 520fdb1ae7
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